Dealing with numerical information is practically important in many real-world planning domains where the executability of an action can depend on certain numerical conditions, and the action effects can consume or renew some critical continuous resources, which in PDDL can be represented by numerical fluents. When a planning problem involves numerical fluents, the quality of the solutions can be expressed by an objective function that can take different plan quality criteria into account.
Introduction
Handling quantitative information in automated planning is important for addressing real-world planning problems, where the executability of an action can depend on certain numerical conditions, and the action effects can consume or renew some critical resources. For instance, in a typical logistics domain, the vehicles used to transport goods consume quantities of fuel, depending on distances they travel and their fuel consumption rate; some refuel actions can be used to increase the available fuel for the vehicles; and refuel actions consume some amounts of the available money.
The first version of the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL), the standard language of the international planning competitions [20] , supports numerical fluents that can be used to represent continuous resources. In a PDDL numerical planning problem, action conditions and goals can involve expressions with numerical fluents, and action effects can modify the values of the problem numerical fluents. The next version of the language, PDDL2.1 [11] , emphasizes these numerical features as one of the main aspects for the 2002 international planning competition [36] , and it introduces the specification of objective functions for expressing multi-criteria plan quality metrics. For instance, in a logistics domain, some criteria that can affect the quality of a plan are its makespan, the fuel consumed by the vehicles, the quantity of goods successfully transported, the total money spent, the usage of the vehicles, etc. The objective function is a linear combination of different plan quality criteria. The relative impact on the plan quality of these criteria can be modeled by appropriately weighting the objective function terms. The numerical features of PDDL are also important in the successive versions of the language [13, 28] and in the benchmarks developed for the corresponding planning competitions [7, 29] .
Various planning methods and systems supporting numerical fluents have been proposed (e.g., [1, 8, 9, 12, 24, 27, 33, 34, 37, 38, 41, 43, 48, 49] ). However, many of them are domain-dependent, are not fast enough to deal with large-scale problems, or do not compute good quality plans with respect to a multi-criteria objective function.
In this paper, we propose a domain-independent approach to satisficing planning for PDDL problems with numerical fluents and multi-criteria objective functions. The word "satisficing" was coined by Simon [45] to mean "rational enough", and subsequently it was adopted by the optimization community to mean "good enough". This term has also been adopted by the planning community to indicate planners aimed at computing plans of good quality, but with no guarantee of their optimality [28] . In the recent years, some powerful domain-independent satisficing planners have been proposed (e.g., [5, 26, 27] ). These systems perform very well in terms of CPU-time to compute a plan, but they are not so efficient in terms of plan quality.
Our planning methods significantly extend previously proposed techniques based on action graphs and local search, that originally were developed for simple propositional planning [19] . The action graph data structure was initially defined as a particular class of subgraphs of the planning graph representation [3] , and subsequently it has been modified and extended for representing temporal information [15, 17] . In this work, we extend the action graph for representing plans with numerical fluents. The new plan representation, called numerical action graph (NA-graph), is the base data structure exploited by our approach to numerical planning.
Local search is a powerful method for satisficing planning, as demonstrated by some successful planners adopting this search framework that have been awarded at the last four international planning competitions [4, 15, 26, 31, 32] . We propose some new local search techniques for planning in a search space of NA-graphs. Starting from an initial NAgraph, the search process transforms it into an NA-graph representing a valid plan through the iterative application of some search steps modifying the graph. The search is guided by new heuristic techniques that exploit the numerical information stored in the current NA-graph for evaluating the possible successor NA-graphs forming the search neighborhood. In order to make the search process more effective, the search neighborhood is heuristically restricted by considering only the most promising elements. The neighborhood evaluation takes account of both the search cost required to reach a valid plan and the quality of the plan that can be reached. Moreover, we propose an incremental method for deriving plans with increasing quality according to the multi-criteria objective function in the (PDDL) planning problem specification. This method is based on search restarts with particular heuristics for re-initializing the search.
Our techniques are implemented in a planner that took part in the 2004 international planning competition [28] showing good performance especially in the metric and metric-temporal domains involving numerical fluents. In this paper, we experimentally evaluate our approach on a large set of test problems involving numerical fluents and multi-criteria objective functions. We analyze the importance of the proposed techniques for the good performance of the approach, and we compare our system with other recent state-of-the-art planners capable of solving numerical planning problems. The results of this experimental analysis demonstrate the effectiveness of our planning method in terms of CPU-time required to compute a valid plan and quality of the best plan that is generated within a given CPU-time limit.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the underlying formal model of planning problems with numerical fluents and multi-criteria objective functions. Section 3 introduces the numerical action graph representa-tion that we use for solving these problems. Section 4 describes the basic local search procedure, the definition and evaluation of the search neighborhood, and the techniques for the incremental computation of good quality plans. Section 5 concerns dealing with PDDL durative actions and plan makespan optimization in numerical planning problems. Section 6 presents our experimental analysis. Section 7 discusses related work, including our previous work. Finally, Section 8 gives the conclusions and indicates future work.
Definition 2 (Action with numerical information).
Let L be a set of propositional positive literals and X a set of n variables over the real numbers. An action with numerical information is a tuple • NE(a) = {ξ a j } j =1..q a is a set of q a rational functions ξ a j : R n → R n called numerical effects of a, where the function domain and codomain tuples are assignments of real values to the n variables in X, and each ξ a j (x) differs from x by at most one value.
a = PP(a), NP(a), PE(a)
We will assume that the functions defining the numerical action preconditions and effects are monotonic in each variable separately. The motivation of this assumption, which, although not made in PDDL2.1, is also adopted by other well-known prominent systems for numerical planning (e.g., [4, 9, 27] ) and is consistent with all existing benchmarks of the planning competitions, will be discussed in the section dedicated to our search techniques.
As a running example, we will use a simple problem in the known ZenoTravel domain [36, 39] , concerning moving people in a network of locations by using aircrafts consuming fuel. We will consider L = {at(A, L1), at(A, L2), at(P, L1), at(P, L2), in(P, A)} and X = fuel(A), fuel_used , where A is an aircraft, L1 and L2 are locations, and P is a person.
Example 1 (Action with numerical information).
A possible action for the problem of our running example is a = fly(A, L1, L2), which is defined as follows 
Definition 3 (Numerical planning problem). A numerical planning problem is a tuple Π = L, X, A, s 0 , PG, NG , where
• L is a set of propositional positive literals representing the propositional fluents of Π ;
• X is a set of n real variables representing the set of numerical fluents of Π ;
• A is a set of actions with numerical information involving the variables in X;
• s 0 ∈ 2 L × R n is the initial world state of Π ;
• PG ⊆ L is a set of propositions called the propositional (positive) goals of Π ;
• NG = {ψ Π j } j =1..n Π is a set of n Π functions, called the numerical goals of Π , which are defined analogously to the numerical action preconditions in Definition 2.
Two actions can be concurrently planned if they do not interfere. We adopt the same definition of interference between actions given by Fox and Long for PDDL2.1 [11] , with the following two exceptions: 1 we do not consider a pair of actions interfering when (i) an action asserts a (positive) precondition of the other one, or (ii) the actions have numerical effects scaling up (down) the value of the same numerical fluent. For instance, concerning point (ii), if action a has a numerical effect scaling up x by 2, and action b has a numerical effect scaling up x by 3, then in a valid PDDL2.1 plan a and b cannot be concurrently executed, while in our context they can be parallelized. It is easy to see that a and b can be serialized in any order producing the same state, and hence we decided to treat these actions as non-interfering.
As in Fox and Long's definition, we consider two actions a and b non-interfering only if:
(1) the propositional negative effects of a (b) falsify no positive precondition of b (a), 
(x).
A set of non-interfering actions planned at the same time is called a happening [11] . A happening in a world state s causes some changes to s, which can be specified by a state transition function γ . Function γ is defined as γ : Σ × 2 A → Σ , where Σ ⊆ 2 L × R is the set of possible world states, and A is the set of actions in the numerical planning problem. Function γ defines how a world state s ∈ Σ changes because of a happening h ∈ 2 A . More precisely, the state γ ( I, x , h) is defined as follows where ξ j ∈ a∈h NE(a), for j = 1 . . . m, m = a∈h |NE(a)|, "•" denotes the composition operator, and | · | denotes the set cardinality operator. Note that the numerical effect functions can be composed according to any total order of such functions, because of condition (3) for action non-interference. Moreover, the state obtained by applying a set of actions h to a world state is well defined even if not all actions in h have every precondition satisfied in s.
A plan is a sequence of happenings. The empty plan is the empty sequence of happenings. The final state obtained by executing a non-empty plan π = h 1 , . . . , h k in a world state s is the state obtained by applying the happenings h 1 , . . . , h k of π to s, according to their order in π . The state-transition function Γ of a plan π from a world state s is defined as follows
Let π = h 1 , . . . , h k be a plan for a numerical planning problem Π , and s 0 the initial world state of Π . The sequence of world states S = s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s k such that s i = I i , x i = γ (h i , s i−1 ), for i = 1 . . . k, is the state trajectory of π from s 0 . We say that plan π is executable in s 0 if and only if, ∀ h i ∈ π and ∀a ∈ h i , action a is executable in the state s i−1 ∈ S, i.e., PP(a) ⊆ I i−1 and ∀ψ a ∈ NP(a), ψ a (x i−1 ) = . The empty plan is a special case of an executable plan for any planning problem.
Let π = h 1 , . . . , h k be a plan for a numerical planning problem Π , and s k the final state of π executed in the problem initial state s 0 . We say that plan π is valid for Π if and only if π is executable in s 0 and all problem goals are satisfied in s k . We call a possibly non-valid plan for Π a partial plan for Π .
Definition 4 (Numerical planning problem with objective function).
A numerical planning problem with objective function is a pair Π + = Π, Φ Π such that Π is a numerical planning problem and either Φ Π = min{g(X)} or Φ Π = max{g(X)}, where g is a real n-ary function and X is the set of real variables in Π .
For every tuple x, we have that max{g(x)} = − min{−g(x)}. Hence, without loss of generality, we can treat every objective function maximizing g(X) as the negation of the objective function minimizing −g(X). In the rest of the paper, we use this assumption and we call the min-argument f of the objective function the plan metric function, i.e., either f = g(X) or f = −g(X). Moreover, consistently with the existing benchmarks of the planning competitions and other systems supporting numerical planning with multi-criteria objective function (e.g., [2, 8] ), we assume that the plan metric function is a linear polynomial.
The plan metric function f of a numerical planning problem Π defines the quality of a (partial) plan π for Π as a function over the values of the numerical fluents in the final world state s G = Γ (s 0 , π). Let I 1 , x 1 = Γ (s 0 , π 1 ) and I 2 , x 2 = Γ (s 0 , π 2 ) be the final states of two plans π 1 and π 2 for Π , respectively. The quality of plan π 1 is better than the quality of plan
The last three versions of the planning domain definition language, PDDL2.1/2.2/3.0 [11, 13, 28] , support planning with numerical fluents and multi-criteria objective functions. In PDDL, numerical fluents are defined through particular positive literals called primitive numerical expressions; numerical preconditions are defined through relational expressions constructed by using a relational operator (<, , =, , or >) between primitive or non-primitive numerical expressions, that are obtained by combining primitive numerical expressions through arithmetic operators; 2 numerical effects are defined through some expressions constructed by using an assignment operator (assign, increase, decrease, scale-up, or scale-down).
For example, the PDDL definition of the ZenoTravel action a = (fly A L1 L2) includes the following numerical precondition and numerical effect ((distance L1 L2) and (fuel_burn A) are static numerical fact that can be simplified to constant values):
(>= (fuel A) (* (distance L1 L2) (fuel_burn A))) (increase (fuel_used) (* (distance L1 L2) (fuel_burn A))).
According to our formalization, these PDDL statements are expressed
Note that the output of the function corresponding to a numerical precondition expressed in PDDL can be affected by only a strict subset of the numerical fluents in the planning problem.
Finally, in PDDL we can express objective functions through the ":metric field" in the problem definition file, specifying an arithmetic combination of numerical expressions to be minimized or maximized. For example, the problem description can be augmented with the expression (:metric minimize (+ (total-time) (* 5 (fuel_used)))) corresponding to the multi-criteria objective function Φ Π = min(total-time + 5 · fuel_used), where total-time is a special numerical fluent that in PDDL represents the plan makespan.
Plan representation: Numerical action graph
In this section, we present a plan representation which is the base of our approach: the numerical action graph (NAgraph). The NA-graph is an extension of the linear action graph (LA-graph) [15] to include numerical information. An LA-graph can be seen as a variant of the well-known planning graph [3] representation for propositional (STRIPSlike) planning problems. An LA-graph for a planning problem Π is a directed acyclic leveled graph alternating a fact level and an action level. Each fact level contains a set of fact nodes, each of which is labeled by the proposition in L (the set of problem literals) that it represents. Each fact node labeled f at a level l is associated with a no-op action node at level l, representing a dummy action having proposition f as its only (positive) precondition and effect. Each action level contains one action node labeled by the name of the action in A (the set of the problem actions) that it represents, and the no-op nodes corresponding to that level.
An action node labeled a at a level l is connected by incoming edges (precondition edges) from the fact nodes at level l representing the positive preconditions of a (precondition nodes), and by outgoing edges (effect edges) to the fact nodes at level l + 1 representing the effects of a (effect nodes).
In an LA-graph, two action nodes are mutually exclusive (mutex) when the corresponding represented actions are "persistently" mutex [10] . Two actions a and b are persistently mutex if they interfere, or there exists a propositional precondition p of a and a propositional precondition q of b such that in no reachable state both p and q are true. 3 A set of persistent mutex relations can be efficiently precomputed by using an algorithm given in [15] .
An LA-graph A also contains a set Ω A of ordering constraints between actions in the (partial) plan represented by the graph. These constraints are
• constraints imposed during search to deal with mutually exclusive action nodes: if an action node a at level l of A is mutex with an action node b at a level after l, then the action corresponding to a is constrained to finish before the start of the action corresponding to b; • constraints between actions implied by the causal structure of the plan: if an action node a is used to support a precondition node of an action node b, then the action corresponding to a is constrained to finish before the start of the action corresponding to b.
The set of ordering constraints is updated at each search step as described in [15] , which guarantees that the plan contains no threat to the causal relations created during planning. We now give a formal definition of NA-graph and then an example.
Definition 5 (Numerical action graph).
A numerical action graph (NA-graph) for a numerical planning problem Π = L, X, A, s 0 , PG, NG is a triple A, M, Ω where
• A is a linear action graph extended as follows:
-each fact level of A contains two additional types of node called numerical precondition node and numerical fluent node; * each numerical precondition node of an action node representing an action a ∈ A is labeled by a PDDL numerical expression representing a numerical precondition in NP(a); * each numerical fluent node is labeled by a PDDL primitive numerical expression representing a numerical fluent in X; -an action node at a level l of A representing an action a ∈ A is connected by (i) additional precondition edges from the numerical precondition nodes at level l, representing the numerical preconditions of a, and (ii) additional effect edges to the numerical fluent nodes at level l + 1. Each effect edge from a to a numerical fluent node is labeled by a PDDL numerical expression representing a numerical effect in NE(a).
• M is an assignment of real values to the numerical fluent nodes of A.
• Ω is a set of ordering constraints between the actions represented in A.
The values associated with the nodes at a level l of an NA-graph define a vector x l of values for X. We assume that the initial level of any NA-graph contains only the special action node a start , and the last level contains only the special action node a end . The propositional effect nodes of a start represent the propositional facts that are true in the initial world state s 0 of the planning problem Π under consideration; the effect edges of a start to numerical fluent nodes determine the initial values of the numerical fluents of Π as specified in s 0 ; finally, the precondition nodes of a end represent the propositional goals and the numerical goals of Π . In the following, a l denotes the action represented at level l in the NA-graph under consideration. Each level l of the graph identifies a particular world state that we indicate with I l , x l . The world state I l , x l is obtained by applying the actions in A up to level l − 1 to s 0 , ordering such actions according to their level in A. More formally,
The value assigned by M to a numerical fluent node x at level l is equal to the value associated with x in the tuple x l . Fig. 1 gives an example of NA-graph A for a numerical planning problem in the ZenoTravel domain. The initial state is {at(A, L1), at(P, L2)}, 0, 0 ; the propositional goal set is {at(A, L2), at(P, L1)} and the numerical goal set is empty. The nodes labeled refuel(A, L1) and fly(A, L1, L2) are action nodes. The nodes labeled at(A, L1), at(A, L2), at(P, L1) and at(P, L2) are fact nodes. The nodes labeled fuel(A) and fuel_used are numerical fluent nodes. The nodes labeled fuel(A) < 50 and fuel(A) 100 are numerical precondition nodes. The world states identified with the three levels of the graph are: level 0: at(A, L1), at(P, L2) , 0, 0 , level 1: at(A, L1), at(P, L2) , 50, 0 , level 2: at(A, L2), at(P, L2)}, −50, 100 .
Example 2 (Numerical action graph).
The set of ordering constraints in A is:
For instance, refuel(A, L1) ≺ fly(A, L1, L2) ∈ Ω A because the pair of actions involved in the constraint interfere (condition 4 of non-interference is violated) and the graph level of refuel(A, L1) precedes the graph level of fly(A, L1, L2).
In an LA-graph the effect nodes can be automatically propagated to the next levels of the graph through the corresponding no-op nodes, until there is an interfering (mutex) action "blocking" the propagation, or the last level of the graph has been reached [15] . Similarly, the supported numerical precondition nodes can be automatically propagated to the next levels of the graph through the corresponding no-op nodes until there is an action modifying the value of the corresponding numerical precondition from to ⊥ (for an example, see Fig. 1 ). In the rest of the paper, we assume that every NA-graph incorporates this propagation.
The next two definitions introduce the notion of linear plan and parallel plan represented by an NA-graph.
Definition 6 (Linear plan).
Let A be an NA-graph for a numerical planning problem Π . The linear plan of A for Π is the plan formed by the actions represented in A totally ordered according to the levels of the corresponding action nodes in A.
Intuitively, the parallel plan represented by an NA-graph can be constructed from the NA-graph by scheduling the actions represented in the graph to the earliest happening of the plan, according to the action ordering constraints in Ω A .
Definition 7 (Parallel plan).
Let A be an NA-graph for a numerical planning problem Π with action nodes representing a set S A of actions in Π . The parallel plan of A for Π is the sequence of happenings h 1 , . . . , h n such that
A numerical action graph can contain some flaws. A flaw is a precondition node in A that is not supported. A propositional precondition node a at a level l of an NA-graph A is supported if and only if there is an action node (or a no-op node) at level l − 1 of A connected to p by an effect edge. A numerical precondition node at a level l of A is supported if and only if the corresponding numerical precondition ψ represented by such a node is satisfied in the world state I l , x l identified with level l of A, i.e., iff ψ(x l ) = .
A numerical action graph without flaws is called Solution NA-graph. The following lemma will be used to prove that every solution NA-graph for a numerical planning problem Π represents a valid (linear or parallel) plan for Π , which is formally stated by the next theorem. 
Lemma 1. Let
cannot hold because, by Definition 7 and construction of the ordering constraints in an NA-graph, b cannot belong to h j . Hence, we have that b ≺ a ∈ Ω A must hold. Then, since we are assuming that π l is valid, by construction of Ω A , in π l (and π p ) there exists an action c that is used to achieve precondition p of a, and such that c ≺ a ∈ Ω A and p ∈ PE(c) + . Thus, by Definition 7, c ∈ h k for some k such that j < k < i. This contradicts our assumption that ¬p persists from s j to s i− 1 .
Suppose now that ¬p holds in s 0 . Then, since π l is a valid plan for Π , in π l there exists an action b such that p ∈ PE(b) + and b ≺ a ∈ Ω A (in π l b is used to achieve precondition p of a). Moreover, since π l is valid, for each action c ∈ π l such that p ∈ PE(c) − , by construction of Ω A , either c ≺ b ∈ Ω A and c ≺ a ∈ Ω A hold, or b ≺ c ∈ Ω A and a ≺ c ∈ Ω A hold. Since b ≺ a ∈ Ω A and we are assuming a ∈ h i ∈ π p , by construction of π p , we have that 
We show that, if any of these conditions held, A would not be a solution NA-graph, which contradicts the assumption in the theorem.
If (1) held, then by definition of executable plan there would exist a happening h i in π containing an action a that is not executable in s i−1 , for some i such that 0 < i k. Hence, we would have that (a) PP(a)
such that ψ a (x i−1 ) = ⊥ holds. It follows that, by construction of π l from A (Definition 6), the action node representing a at level i would have at least one (propositional or numerical) precondition node that is unsupported.
If conditions (2) or (3) held, then we can use a similar argument to show that the special last action node a end would have at least one unsupported precondition node. Thus, π l must be a valid plan for Π , and hence by Lemma 1 also the parallel plan of A must be valid for Π . 
Local search for NA-graphs
In this section, we present some search techniques for solving numerical planning problems through NA-graphs. We start with some preliminaries and an overview of the search process, which is similar to the method proposed in our earlier work on action graphs for propositional and temporal planning [15] , extended with the management of the numerical information in the new plan representation. Then, we present the basic search neighborhood for NAgraphs and new heuristic techniques for (a) generating a solution NA-graph efficiently, (b) restricting the size of the neighborhood to make the search more effective, and (c) computing a solution NA-graph representing a good quality plan.
Preliminaries and overview of the search process
In our approach, we search a space of (partial) plans where each search state is an NA-graph for the numerical planning problem Π under consideration. Starting from an initial NA-graph for Π (a partial plan for Π ), a local search process transforms it into a solution NA-graph for Π through the iterative application of some graph modifications (assuming that Π is solvable). The two basic modifications of an NA-graph consist of extending the NA-graph to include a new action node, and reducing the NA-graph to remove an action node (and the relevant edges). When we add an action node to a level l of the NA-graph, the graph is extended by one level, all action nodes from l are shifted forward by one level (i.e., they are moved to their next level), and the new action is inserted at level l. Similarly, when we remove an action node from level l, the graph is shrunk by removing level l.
The addition/removal of an action node a at a level of the NA-graph may require a revision of the world states identified with the next levels of the graph that are influenced by a. Let A be the NA-graph obtained by adding (or is the j -th numerical effect of action a m−1 . Before starting the search for a solution NA-graph, we construct an initial NA-graph. Two alternative possible initial graphs, that can easily be computed, are the empty graph (containing only the special actions a start and a end ) and a graph representing a partial plan obtained by removing some actions from a plan given as input to the search. The second option is used for the plan optimization phase described in Section 4.5.
At each search step, we identify the neighborhood N(A) of the current NA-graph A, which is the set of the NAgraphs formed by the graphs obtained from A by applying a graph modification for repairing the earliest flawed level l of A. 4 N(A) will be formally defined in Sections 4.2 and 4.4. Each element in N(A) is weighted according to a heuristic evaluation function estimating its quality. The NA-graph in N(A) with the lowest weight is selected as the best candidate for being the next NA-graph in the search process (i.e., the next search state). Informally, the quality of an NA-graph A ∈ N(A) is the number of search steps required to reach a solution NA-graph from A (i.e., the search cost of A ), combined with the additional execution cost of A , that is determined by the cost of the actions that will be added to A (the cost of an action is determined by the problem objective function and the world state where the action is applied).
The basic search procedure for searching the space of NA-graphs is Walkplan [19] , a randomized method similar to the Walksat procedure for satisfiability checking [44] , but with some important differences in the initialization phase and in the definition and evaluation of the search neighborhood. According to Walkplan, the best element in N(A) is the NA-graph which has the lowest decrease of quality with respect to A. In order to escape from possible local minima, Walkplan uses a noise parameter p randomizing the search. Specifically, if there is an element of N(A) that does not decrease the quality of A, then this NA-graph is chosen as the next search state; otherwise, with probability p one of the graphs in N(A) is randomly chosen, and with probability 1 − p the next NA-graph is chosen according to the minimum value of the heuristic evaluation function. In addition, we use a short tabu list [22] (with a dynamic length initially set to 5 and automatically increased/decreased when the search reaches/escapes from a local minimum). If a user defined number of search steps is reached without finding a solution NA-graph, then the current NA-graph is re-initialized with the empty plan, and a new search is performed. This is repeated for at most a user defined maximum number of times.
If the numerical planning problem to solve includes a plan metric expression to optimize (a multi-criteria objective function), the search process can be repeated in order to compute alternative plans with better quality. This method generates a sequence of valid plans, each of which improves the quality of the previous ones. In order to guarantee that each plan in the sequence improves the quality of the previous plans, each time we repeat the search, we first run a graph initialization algorithm, called InitializeGraph, that modifies the planning problem by adding an extra numerical goal. This goal imposes that the value of the plan metric function for the new plan will be lower than the value of the plan metric function for the last generated plan (and thus also for all plans generated so far). Moreover, InitializeGraph computes the initial NA-graph of each new search by performing some changes to the last solution NA-graph that has been generated, using a particular strategy aimed at facilitating plan optimization. InitializeGraph is formally described in Section 4.5, where we focus on plan optimization for planning with numerical information.
In order to give a more compact treatment and presentation of our techniques in the next sections, without loss of generality, we can normalize every numerical precondition to a relation of type either > or . Let ψ f (x) = , if f (x){ , >} 0, ⊥ otherwise, be the normalized version of a numerical precondition, we call function f the normal function of ψ f .
Basic search neighborhood for NA-graphs
The definition of search neighborhood for an NA-graph A is based on the notions of helpful action node and harmful action node for a flawed level of A. Intuitively, a node is a helpful (harmful) action node for a level l of A if its addition (removal) helps to support a precondition node at level l. In the following formal definitions, the reader should keep in mind that, when an action node is added to an NA-graph, the graph is extended by one level, while when an action node is removed, the graph is shrunk by one level.
Definition 8 (Helpful action node).
Let A be an NA-graph with a flawed level l, A the NA-graph derived by inserting an action node a into A at a level i l, I l , x l and I l+1 , x l+1 the world states identified with levels l and l + 1 of A and A , respectively. Action node a is helpful for l in A iff
• at level l A has a propositional precondition node that is not supported, and that becomes supported at level l + 1 of A , or
where f is the normal function of a numerical precondition represented by a precondition node at level l of A that is not supported.
Note that if a numerical precondition node is unsupported, then the value of the corresponding numerical precondition normal function is negative. Hence, condition f (x l+1 ) − f (x l ) > 0 in the second item of the previous definition implies that in the extended NA-graph the "degree of unsatisfaction" for the numerical precondition under consideration is reduced.
Example 3 (Helpful Action Node).
In the bottom NA-graph of Fig. 2 (A 2 ), action node a new has a numerical effect increasing the value of x by 100. This action node is helpful for level 2 of the top-left NA-graph of Fig. 2 (A) because: (i) level 2 of A contains the node labeled x 100, which is an unsupported numerical precondition node of action node a2 in A; (ii) the numerical value of x at level 2 of A is 50, while at level 3 of the NA-graph A 2 obtained by adding a new at level 2 of A, the value of x is 150; (iii) the normal function of x 100 is f ( It is important to note that, in order to support a numerical precondition node in an NA-graph, it can be necessary to add more than one action node to the graph. For example, if in the world state identified with a level l of the graph the value of a numerical fluent x is 0, then in order to support a numerical node labeled x > 25 at level l using an action increasing the value of x by 10 units, we need three occurrences of such an action. We say that each of these three actions contributes to support the node labeled x > 25.
Definition 9 (Harmful action node).
Let A be an NA-graph with a flawed level l, A the NA-graph derived by removing an action node a at level i l from A, I l , x l and I l−1 , x l−1 the world states identified with levels l and l − 1 of A and A , respectively. Action node a is harmful for l in A iff
• i = l (a precondition node of a is not supported in A), or • i < l and a propositional precondition node that is not supported at level l of A becomes supported in A , or • i < l and f (x l−1 ) − f (x l ) > 0 hold, where f is the normal function of a numerical precondition represented by a precondition node at level l of A that is unsupported. Concerning the first condition in the definition of a harmful action node a, if i = l, since l is flawed, action a has a precondition node that is not supported. Thus, if we remove a from the current NA-graph A, we also remove its unsupported precondition nodes from A. Concerning the second and third conditions, intuitively, an action node is harmful when its presence in the graph prevents the satisfaction of a propositional precondition, or it degrades the (partial) satisfaction of a numerical precondition.
Example 4 (Harmful Action Node).
Action node a2 at level 2 of A (top-left graph of Fig. 2 ) is harmful for level 2, because the graph A 1 (top-right graph of Fig. 2 ) obtained by removing a2 from A does not contain the unsupported precondition node labeled x 100. On the contrary, action node a1 at level 1 of A is not harmful for level 2, because its removal would satisfy none of the three conditions in Definition 9.
Definition 10 (Search neighborhood). Let l be a flawed level in an NA-graph A. The search neighborhood N(A) of
A for level l is the set of NA-graphs derived from A by adding an action node that is helpful for l or by removing an action node that is harmful for l.
In general, the previous definition could rule out graph modifications contributing to remove an unsupported numerical precondition in the flawed level under consideration. For example, if the normal function of the unsupported precondition is not monotonic in each fluent separately, the insertion of some non-helpful action nodes could contribute to support it. The simplest way to deal with these cases would be considering the addition or removal of any action node affecting the unsupported precondition under consideration, even if it is not helpful or harmful. However, this could add many useless elements to the search neighborhood, making the search process inefficient. Moreover, we have experimentally observed that for a large set of benchmark problems our definition of search neighborhood is effective and efficient. a , where the cost of an action is defined by the plan metric function, as will be described in Section 4.5;
• coefficients α and β normalize the two terms of E to a value in [0, 1], and weight the relative importance of the terms.
If the numeric planning problem has no objective function, then the execution cost term is not present in the evaluation function E. The values of α and β are automatically and dynamically computed during search as described in [15] . 5 As will be discussed in Section 6.2, heuristic evaluation function E is very useful for the good performance of our approach. In the next subsection, we focus on the search cost evaluation in E, while in Section 4.5 we describe the execution cost evaluation.
Relaxed-plan heuristics for fast generation of solution NA-graphs
SearchCost(a) i is estimated by constructing a relaxed numerical plan π R . Plan π R is a relaxed solution of the numerical problem in which the initial state is the world state identified with the level i of A where we are considering inserting a for repairing the (earliest) flawed graph level l, and the goals are the propositional and numerical fluents represented by:
• the unsupported precondition nodes of a, denoted by Pre(a), • the unsupported precondition nodes at level l that would remain unsupported after adding a to A, denoted by Unsup(l), and • the supported precondition nodes of other action nodes in A that would become unsupported by adding a to A, denoted by Threats(a).
Plan π R is constructed in two phases. First, we compute the relaxed subplan of π R for achieving Pre(a) using the state I i , x i identified with the level i of A as the initial world state. Then, we compute the subplan of π R for achieving Unsup(l) and Threats(a), using the state I i , x i modified by applying the action labeling a to it as the initial world state. The second subplan can reuse any action in the first computed relaxed subplan.
The evaluation of an NA-graph of SearchCost(a) r is similar. In this case, the goals of the relaxed plan are the propositional and numerical fluents represented by
• the precondition nodes supported by a (at any level of the graph) that would become unsupported by removing a, denoted by UnsupFacts(a), and • when a is at a level i < l, the unsupported precondition nodes at level l that do not become supported by removing a, denoted by Unsup(l).
The goals of the second point are considered only if i < l because, if i = l, then by removing a all flaws at l are eliminated, while, if i < l, the removal of a could leave some flaws at level l.
In the following, first we present our algorithm for computing relaxed plans for numerical planning, and then we give a detailed description on how the terms of function E are defined using relaxed plans.
Computation of relaxed plans for numerical planning problems
The plan π R constructed for evaluating the search cost of an NA-graph in the search neighborhood is relaxed in the sense that it does not consider the possible interference between actions in π R , and the numerical preconditions of the actions in π R are evaluated in a relaxed way, using estimated minimum and maximum (min/max) values for the numerical fluents involved in the plan. 6 The estimated min/max values of the numerical fluents involved in π R are monotonically updated by using the numerical effect functions of the actions in π R . Specifically, if a numerical effect function ξ of an action in π R increases the value of x, then we increase the max value of x; while, if ξ decreases the value of x, then we decrease the min value of x in π R . In other words, the max value of x is not affected by the effects decreasing x, and can never decrease. Analogously, for the min value of x, which can never increase. The initial min/max values of the numerical fluents is defined by the initial world state for π R .
Let x be a numerical variable involved in the normal function f of a numerical precondition ψ f (written by distributing the multiplications/divisions over additions/subtractions). If x appears in a monotonically increasing (w.r.t. x) term of f multiplied by a positive coefficient or in a monotonically decreasing (w.r.t. x) term of f multiplied by a negative coefficient, then for this term the relaxed evaluation of ψ f considers the estimated max value of x in π R ; otherwise, the evaluation of ψ f considers the estimated min value of x in π R . Similar conditions are used to consider either the estimated max or min value for each fluent y involved in a numerical effect function, when we use this effect to update the min/max values of a numerical fluent. Under the assumption that the normal function of each numerical precondition and each numerical effect function are monotonic in every fluent separately (for the reachable fluent values), this method for computing and using the fluent min/max values ensures that in the relaxed evaluation of ψ f we always consider an upper bound of the value of f .
For example, let f (x, y) = x − y − 10 be the normal function of numerical precondition ψ f = , if x − y > 10, ⊥ otherwise. The evaluation of ψ f in the relaxed plan π R considers the max value of x and the min value of y (which are determined by the effects of the actions currently in π R as described above). If the (current) max value of x is 10 and the (current) min value of y is 5, then, according to these values, ψ f is not satisfied by the relaxed evaluation, because the (estimated) max value of f is −5.
Clearly, our computation of the fluent min/max values is an approximation of their exact values, and the relaxed evaluation of the numerical preconditions is an optimistic estimation of their truth. On the other hand, the relaxed evaluation makes the numerical preconditions much easier to achieve for the relaxed plan. This is very important for the effectiveness of the overall search process, because many relaxed plans can be computed during search (several of them at each search step), and an exact method for achieving the numerical preconditions would make the search neighborhood evaluation a severe bottleneck for the search process. Fig. 3 gives a formal description of our algorithm, called RelaxedNumPlan, for computing a relaxed numerical plan. Given a set of goals G, an initial world state s = I, x , and a possibly empty bag of actions A, RelaxedNumPlan recursively computes a bag of actions (Rplan) forming a relaxed plan π R achieving G from s. 7 Plan π R is constructed by a backward process that can reuse the input actions in A for satisfying the action preconditions or the goals. Initially, the set of goals G is reduced by the set of initial facts I , the set of achieved facts F is set to I , and the bag of actions in the current relaxed plan (Acts) is set to A (step 1).
Step 3 of the algorithm updates the estimated min/max values of the numerical fluents, while steps 4-5 augment set F with the propositional positive effects and the satisfied numerical preconditions of the actions in Acts. Then step 7 selects an action b for achieving a precondition or goal q in G − F (BestAction(q)), and steps 8-9 derive a bag of actions forming a relaxed subplan for the unsatisfied preconditions of b. Finally, step 10 returns the computed relaxed plan.
RelaxedNumPlan(G, I, x , A)
Input: A set of goals G, an initial world state I, x , and a bag of actions A; Output: An estimated minimal bag of actions Acts forming a relaxed plan for achieving G from I, x .
Acts ← Rplan + Occurrences(b, q); 10. return Acts. More formally, BestAction(q) at step 7 of RelaxedNumPlan is an action satisfying
where: F is the set computed by steps 1, 4-5 of RelaxedNumPlan formed by the (positive) effects of the actions currently in Acts (i.e., the set of actions in the relaxed plan π R under construction), and the numerical preconditions satisfied in the portion of π R computed so far; A q is the set of the actions with propositional effect q, or with an effect increasing the output value of the normal function of q in π R (if q is a numerical condition).
The term Num_acts(p, I, x ) in the definition of BestAction(q) is computed by reachability analysis using a polynomial algorithm similar to the one proposed in [15] .
In order to efficiently compute Threats(b) in the definition of BestAction(q), we use an approximation of the actual threats that action b would generate if it were added to the current NA-graph A at level i (the level where we are considering the addition of the new action a for repairing or contributing to repair the selected flawed level l of A). The approximation is given by the fact that, in order to determine whether a numerical precondition of an action at a level k i would become unsupported by adding b at level i l, we evaluate the precondition in world state I i , x i of A, rather than in world state I k+1 , x k+1 of A extended with a (i.e., we ignore the actions from level i + 1 to level k that could affect the value of x). While an exact evaluation could make BestAction(q) more accurate, it would require propagating the effects of b through A from level i to level k. But this propagation has to be done multiple times during the construction of a relaxed plan, and since the graph can have many levels, the overall overhead can make the computation of the neighborhood evaluation function too slow.
The term Occurrences(b, q) in the definition of BestAction(q) and step 9 of RelaxedNumPlan is the minimal bag of occurrences of action b that is required to satisfy precondition q according to the current values of x min and x max . The general idea is that, if b is selected for supporting q in the relaxed plan under construction, then additional actions could be required to fully support q, and we estimate a minimal bag of such actions. Occurrences(b, q) is computed EvalAdd(l, a) Input: A flawed level l in the current NA-graph A; a helpful action node a for level l. Output: A bag of actions (Rplan) forming a relaxed plan.
1. g ← the precondition node at level l of A for which a is helpful; 2. i ← level of A where we are evaluating the addition of a; Unsup(l) and Threats(a) * / 6. Extend Rplan with the minimal bag of occurrences of a for satisfying the action precondition represented by g from I i , x i . 7. return Rplan.
EvalDel(l, a)
Input: A flawed level l in A and a harmful action node a at a level i l. Output: A bag of actions Rplan forming a relaxed plan. by repeatedly applying the effects of b to the current values of x min and x max , which (temporarily) changes their values as described above, until q is satisfied by x min and x max . 8 
Use of relaxed plans in the neighborhood evaluation function
As noted at the beginning of Section 4.3, the search cost terms of the heuristic evaluation function are computed using relaxed numerical plans. More precisely, we have
Threats(a )
where: π i/r R are the bags of actions forming the relaxed plans computed for estimating the search cost of the NA-graph obtained by adding/removing action node a; Threats(a ) are the supported precondition nodes in the current NA-graph A that would become unsupported by adding an action node representing a at the level of A under consideration for a.
For the sake of simplicity, in the following we will use the same notation to indicate an action node and the action represented by an action node. The exact meaning will be clear from the context. Fig. 4 describes EvalAdd and EvalDel, the two high-level algorithms using RelaxedNumPlan for computing π i R and π r R , respectively. Concerning EvalAdd, step 3 uses algorithm RelaxedNumPlan for computing a bag of actions (Rplan) forming a relaxed numerical subplan achieving the preconditions of the input action a (Pre(a)) from the world state I i , x i identified with level i of the current NA-graph where we are considering adding action node a.
Step 4 computes the new world state obtained by applying the effects of a to state I i , x i .
Step 5 uses RelaxedNumPlan for extending Rplan with the bag of actions forming a relaxed subplan for Unsup(l) and Threats(a), possibly reusing the actions already in Rplan. Finally, step 6 extends Rplan with the minimal bag of occurrences of a that are required to satisfy the (propositional or numerical) preconditions represented by a precondition node at the flawed level l for which a is helpful. Similarly, EvalDel uses RelaxedNumPlan with input goals UnsupFacts(a) (step 1) and, if the level of the removed action node a precedes the flawed level under consideration (i < l), also with goals Unsup(l) (step 2).
An example of computing and using relaxed numerical plans
In Fig. 5 , we give an example of relaxed plan π R in the context of the ZenoTravel domain. This relaxed plan is used to evaluate the addition of action node debark(P,A,L1) (a new ) at level 1 of the NA-graph A on the left side of the figure, which is helpful for the goal level, because its insertion supports precondition node at(P,L1) (f 4 ). The figure has two tables. The table on the left side is used to abbreviate fact and action names; the table on the right side gives the Num_ acts-values of the relevant facts, which are computed by reachability analysis.
In the first run of RelaxedNumPlan (step 3 of EvalAdd), the goal of π R is the unsatisfied precondition in(P,A) (f 5 ) of a new ; the initial world state, I 1 , x 1 , is defined by the propositional fact nodes supported at level 0 of A, i.e., at(A,L1) (f 1 ) and at(P,L2) (f 2 ), and by the values associated with the numerical fluent nodes fuel(A) (x) and fuel_used (y) at level 0. The initial min/max value of x and y is 0 (i.e., the value of x and y in state I 1 , x 1 ). Suppose that the only available actions achieving f 5 are board(P,A,L1) (b1), board(P,A,L3) (b2) and board(P,A,L2) (b3), and thus that the set of actions A f 5 examined by BestAction(f 5 ) at step 7 of RelaxedNumPlan is {b1, b2, b3}. The value of the first term in the argmin expression defining BestAction is 5 for b1, 5 for b2 and 3 for b3; the value of the second term is 0 for b1, and 1 for both b2 and b3; finally, the value of the third term is 1 for both b1, b2 and b3. It follows that BestAction(f 5 ) returns b3, and step 9 will add one occurrence of b3 to the current bag of actions forming π R (Rplan).
In the recursive call of RelaxedNumPlan for achieving the preconditions of b3 (step 8), step 1 removes at(P,L2) (f 2 ) from the new goal set G (i.e., the preconditions of b3), because f 2 is already satisfied in the current relaxed plan, and so the only unsatisfied precondition in G is at(A,L2) (q 4 ). Suppose that the only available actions achieving q 4 are fly(A,L1,L2) (b4) and fly(A,L3,L2) (b5). Each of these actions is evaluated, and step 7 selects b4.
In the recursive call of RelaxedNumPlan for achieving the preconditions of b4, precondition fuel(A) 100 (x 100) is unsatisfied, because the current max value of x (i.e., 0) is not greater than or equal to 100. Suppose that the only available actions affecting the value of x are refill-30(A,L1) (b6) and refill-50(A,L1) (b7). Then, the set of actions A x 100 examined by BestAction(x 100) at step 7 is {b6, b7}. The preconditions of b6 and b7 are already satisfied in state I 1 , x 1 , and so the value of the first term in the definition of BestAction(x 100) is zero for both b6 and b7. The value of the second term is 0 for b6 (because Threats(b6) = ∅) and 1 for b7 (because Threats(b7) = {x < 50}). Concerning the third term in the definition of BestAction(x 100), we have:
• |Occurrences(b6, x 100)| = |[b6, b6, b6, b6]| = 4, since, in order to satisfy x 100 with action b6, according to the current max value of x (0), we need 4 occurrences of b6; • |Occurrences(b4, x 100)| = |[b7, b7]| = 2, since, in order to satisfy x 100 with b7, according to the current max value of x (0), we need 2 occurrences of b7.
Thus, BestAction(x 100) is b7, and step 9 will add two occurrences of b7 to the current bag of actions forming π R (Rplan). The insertion of such a pair of actions in the relaxed plan will increase the max value of x by 100 units, while its min value will remain unchanged.
The next recursive call of RelaxedNumPlan is applied to the precondition of b7 (f 1 and x 250). Both conditions are satisfied with respect to I 1 , x 1 and x min /x max ; f 1 ∈ I 1 , while the current min value of x (i.e., 0) satisfies x 250. (This condition is evaluated using x min because in the normalized form of the condition x has a negative coefficient.) Summarizing, the fourth recursive call of RelaxedNumPlan (for the preconditions of b7) returns the empty bag; the third recursive call (for the preconditions of b4) returns the bag [b7, b7]; the second one (satisfying the preconditions of b3) returns the bag [b4, b7, b7]; finally, the first (top-level) run of RelaxedNumPlan returns the bag [b3, b4, b7, b7].
Concerning the second run of RelaxedNumPlan (step 5 of EvalAdd), we assume that at goal level of A (the flawed level under consideration) there is no other flaw, and that the insertion of a new at level 1 threats no supported precondition of A (i.e., Threats(a new ) = ∅). Therefore, the second run of RelaxedNumPlan adds no action to the plan computed so far.
In addition to the bag of actions forming the relaxed plans for Pre(a new ), step 6 of EvalAdd adds one occurrence of a new , yielding a relaxed plan with 5 actions. Finally, since in the relaxed plan there are three actions (b3, b4 and b7) threatening some supported precondition nodes in A (f 1 and x < 50), the search cost of the NA-graph obtained by adding a new to level 0 of the current NA-graph is estimated to be 8.
Heuristic search neighborhood
In a local search procedure, the effectiveness of the heuristic function evaluating the elements of the search neighborhood can significantly be affected by the size of the neighborhood. If this is very large, the neighborhood evaluation could be too slow, making the whole search procedure ineffective. In the basic search neighborhood defined in Section 4.2, we have, in the worst case, an NA-graph for each helpful/harmful action node at each level of the graph. Hence the neighborhood size is O(A l · L), where A l is the number of domain actions affecting the flawed level l under consideration and L is the number of levels in the current NA-graph. We empirically observed that, for many search steps, the size of the basic search neighborhood is significantly large. Table 1 shows the minimum, mean and maximum size of the neighborhood for some known benchmark problems. For the small-size problems the neighborhood is relatively small, except in some cases for the Openstacks and Settlers problems. However, for the medium-size problems the average size is significantly greater, and for the large-size problems in many cases it has a prohibitive size (i.e., as confirmed by the experiments in Section 6.2, evaluating these neighborhoods is computationally very expensive).
Here we propose an alternative restricted search neighborhood, which we call the Heuristic Search Neighborhood (HN). While having a smaller neighborhood makes its evaluation faster, clearly not every restriction can speed up the overall search process. In principle, we would like to leave out only the "worst elements" (i.e., those NA-graphs requiring the search to perform more steps). The elements of the restricted neighborhood are obtained by a preevaluation of the neighborhood elements using a fast heuristic function. This function is the same as the one that we developed for selecting the actions forming a numerical relaxed plan. Specifically, let A i a be the NA-graph obtained by adding an action node a to a level l a of A that achieves precondition q in A, we define the quality H (A i a ) of A i a as Clearly, computing function H is faster than computing function E, but H is less accurate than E, and it could be the case that the use of HN(A) leads to pruning some elements that according to E have a better quality (number of search steps required to derive a solution NA-graph). On the other hand, the neighborhood size is significantly reduced (in the worst case, it becomes O(A l + L)), which makes each step of the local search procedure faster. Table 1 compares the sizes of the basic neighborhood N and of the heuristic neighborhood HN. The gray data in the mean and max columns concern the cases where we observed the most significant differences. In general, for the small-size problems, the mean size of HN is only slightly smaller than the mean size of N , but for the medium-size and the large-size problems it is significantly smaller. The max size of the neighborhood is up to 48 times smaller for the small problems, up to 278 times for medium, and up to 1331 for the large ones. Moreover, we experimentally observed that very often Walkplan with HN computes a solution performing a number of search steps lower than or similar to those performed by using the basic search neighborhood.
In Section 6.2 we will show that our local search procedure performs significantly better with the heuristic neighborhood than with the basic neighborhood.
Heuristics for generating good quality solution NA-graphs
Each action in a numerical planning problem is associated with a cost, which is defined by the problem objective function and the numerical information in the current graph. More precisely, given a planning problem Π and an NA-graph A for Π , the cost of an action a at a level l of A (and of the corresponding action node) is defined as follows
where f is the plan metric function of Π (see Definition 4 in Section 2), ξ j ∈ NE(a), j = 1 . . . k, and k = |NE(a)|. The cost of an action depends on the graph level l because, in general, it depends on the world state where the action is applied, i.e., the world state identified with level l. Note that the cost of an action can be negative. This is the case when the effects of the action modify the value of some numerical fluent(s) in such a way that the plan metric function improves its value with respect to the problem objective function.
The quality of the plan represented by an NA-graph is defined by the value μ of f applied to the world state identified with the goal level of the graph. 9 When the planning problem description includes an objective function for expressing plan quality, the heuristic function for evaluating the graphs in the search neighborhood includes a term estimating their execution cost (ExecCost(a)). This term is useful to discriminate the elements in the neighborhood also taking the quality of the plan under construction into account. The execution cost for the NA-graph obtained by adding action node a at level l (ExecCost(a) i ) estimates the additional cost (defined by the plan metric) that would be added to the cost of the current plan if a and the other actions in the relaxed plan defining SearchCost(a) i were added at level l. Similarly for the execution cost of the NA-graph obtained by removing a (ExecCost(a) r ). In particular, ExecCost(a) i is defined as
where π i R is the bag of actions forming the relaxed plan computed by EvalAdd(a) to estimate SearchCost(a) i , as described in Section 4.3, and Cost(a , l) is computed using the values of the numerical fluents in the world state identified with the graph level l where node a is added. ExecCost(a) r is defined in a similar way: we sum the actions in the relaxed plan π r R computed by EvalDel(a) and remove the cost of the (deleted) action represented by a. Obviously, the role of the execution cost term in the heuristic function is not improving the accuracy of the search cost term in order to compute a valid plan more quickly, but guiding the search towards a solution with good quality. We empirically observed that often without this term the search produces a first plan with worse quality. However, since Walkplan is a local search method, there is no guarantee that the computed plan is optimal, and in many cases the quality of the
InitializeGraph(Π, S, σ ψ , n)
Input: A numerical planning problem Π , an NA-graph S for Π , a new numerical goal σ ψ for Π , and a number n of modifications for S. Output: S modified by σ ψ and the addition/removal of n helpful/harmful action nodes. A ← an NA-graph in G; G ← G − {A}; 10.
Pre(a end
a ← action node added to S or removed from S to derive A; 11.
x ← x + Abs(Cost(a)); 12.
if x y then /* action node a is selected (and cannot be selected again) */ first plan generated can significantly be improved. In order to find high quality plans, we use an incremental method that generates a sequence of valid plans with increasing quality by re-running Walkplan multiple times. Each time we run a new search, we use an algorithm for setting the initial search state (NA-graph) that makes some particular graph modifications to the last solution NA-graph S that has been computed. There are two types of modification to S:
• the preconditions of a end are extended with a new precondition forcing that the quality of the next solution graph (if found) is better than the quality of S; • some action nodes are added to or removed from S, preferring those that have a bigger impact of the plan quality of S (i.e., we prefer to remove actions that are highly expensive, and to add actions that significantly reduce the overall plan execution cost).
The selection of the action nodes for modifying S is done by a method that is very similar to the roulette wheel selection technique used in genetic algorithms for forming pairs of chromosomes [23] . Fig. 6 gives our algorithm for computing the initial NA-graph during the incremental plan quality optimization (InitializeGraph). The algorithm first adds a new precondition node σ ψ to a end (step 1), which represents the following numerical precondition:
where X is the set of the problem numerical fluents, f is the plan metric function, and x * G is the numerical information in the world state identified with the goal level of S. It is easy to see that the modified NA-graph S is not a solution graph anymore. In particular, goal σ ψ is not supported, and it imposes the new constraint that the solution NA-graph reached from S (if any) has an execution cost lower than the execution cost of the original S. Since plan metric function f has to be minimized, the search neighborhood of the modified S for the (flawed) goal level l G consists of the NA-graphs obtained by adding the helpful action nodes for l G with negative costs, and removing the harmful action nodes for l G with positive costs. InitializeGraph identifies such action nodes, evaluates their costs, and selects n of them. 10 Finally, the selected helpful action nodes are added to the modified S and the selected harmful action nodes are removed from it. Each of these action nodes is independently selected with a probability that is proportional to the absolute value of its effect on the execution cost of the plan (with the constraint that each action is selected at most once). As we prove in [18] , this favors choosing graph modifications that have the biggest impact on the quality of the plan.
Concerning the complexity of InitializeGraph, we observe that it is polynomial in n and the maximum size of N(S). In practice, in all our experimental tests, the computational cost of the graph initialization was negligible with respect to the overall cost of the planning process. In Section 6.2, we will show that InitializeGraph helps the optimization process to find good quality plans more quickly.
Handling time in domains with numerical fluents
In this section, we briefly describe how the plan representation and search methods for temporal planning given in [15] are integrated with the representation and search techniques for numerical planning presented in this paper.
Extended plan representation
For PDDL2.1 domains with "durative actions" [11] , the NA-graph is augmented with some temporal information required for representing and computing a temporal schedule of the plan actions. When actions have durations, the Ω-set of temporal constraints in an NA-graph A consists of ordering constraints between action endpoints and additional constraints specifying the (static or dynamic) durations of the actions in the plan π represented by A. As described in [14] , the particular action endpoints in an ordering constraint depend on the type of precondition ("at start", "over all" or "at end") or effect ("at start" or "at end") involved in the causal relation or mutex relation generating the constraint. The special actions a start and a end are associated with the special variable s, which is constrained to precede every action endpoint, and the special variable e, which is constrained to follow every action endpoint, respectively. The constraints in Ω form a temporal CSP, which is a particular STP [6] that, by construction, is consistent (i.e., it admits at least one solution). This STP is dynamic (at each search step new constraints and variables can be added or removed), and is solved at each search step. The solution of the STP that assigns 0 to s and the earliest possible time value to e is used to label the action nodes in A and to schedule the start times of the actions in π . The time value assigned to e defines the makespan of the plan, which is represented by the special numerical fluent total-time.
Moreover, each propositional fact node (numerical precondition node) in A is labeled by the earliest time when the corresponding propositional fact (numerical precondition) becomes true; while each numerical fluent node at a level l of A is labeled by the latest time when the action at a level i < l affects the corresponding numerical variable.
In a temporal domain with numerical fluents, the duration of an action can depend on the world state where the action is executed (e.g., the duration of the "refuel" action depends on the current level of the fuel in the vehicle tank). In order to deal with these dynamic durations, at each search step, before solving the temporal CSP of A, for each level l of the graph we update the duration of the action at that level (and the corresponding duration constraint) with respect to the world state identified with l.
Search neighborhood and heuristics
For numerical planning problems with action durations, the definitions of the local search neighborhood and heuristic search neighborhood given in Sections 4.2 and 4.4 remain the same, except for the special temporal precondition, defined in the next subsection, imposing a constraint on the plan makespan. For this particular precondition, which is added to a end when the search is re-initialized, the neighborhood is obtained by removing an action node that is on a critical path of a end , i.e., on a path from a end that determines the makespan of the plan represented by the current NA-graph.
When the plan metric function involves total-time, the elements of the search neighborhood are evaluated according to a linear combination of three terms, instead of two. In addition to the search and execution costs of the neighborhood element, we also evaluate its temporal cost. As in [15] , the temporal cost is an estimate of the contribution that the addition of the actions in the relaxed plan π R evaluating the search cost would give to the makespan of the plan under construction. The temporal cost is computed by estimating the end time of π R . This can be done by extending RelaxedNumPlan with some steps estimating the earliest time when the preconditions and effects of the relaxed plan actions become true. The only significant difference concerns computing the time estimate for the numerical (sub)goals of the relaxed plan actions, which in [15] are not considered. When a numerical (sub)goals is satisfied in the initial world state of the relaxed plan, and at the corresponding graph level l there is no node representing it, 11 we heuristically evaluate its temporal value. We do this by using the maximum value over the temporal values associated with the numerical fluents involved in the numerical condition. Such a time corresponds to the end time of the last action at a level preceding l and affecting one of the fluents in the condition. For example, let 20 and 0 be the numerical values labeling fluent nodes x and y at level l, and 10 and 0 the temporal values labeling them, respectively. Then, the numerical condition x + y − 20 0 holds in the state identified with l and its temporal value is estimated to be 10.
Search re-initialization
We distinguish the cases in which (i) the objective function only requires minimization of total-time, and (ii) it requires minimization of total-time linearly combined with other numerical fluents. In case (i), in order to compute a plan with better quality, we extend the preconditions of a end with a special numerical precondition imposing that (T − total-time) is greater than 0, where T is the makespan of the last valid plan computed, and we re-initialize the search using an algorithm similar to InitializeGraph (Section 4.5). In this case, the roulette wheel selection method of InitializeGraph prefers the graph modifications in the neighborhood that remove the actions with the greatest durations on a critical path for a end .
In case (ii), as for purely numerical problems, we extend the preconditions of a end with a special numerical precondition forcing that the quality of the next solution NA-graph is better than the quality of last solution graph S. However, in this case we re-initialize the search using the roulette wheel selection method twice. First we consider the modifications affecting only the makespan; then we consider the modifications affecting only the non-temporal terms of the plan metric function. The motivation of this is making the definition of the costs associated with the graph modifications defining the neighborhood for the new special precondition easier to evaluate. Specifically, let n be the total number of graph modifications for reinitializing S (n is computed as described in Section 4.5). First we select n graph modifications among those removing an action on a critical path for a end , where the value of n depends on the contribution that the value T of total-time in S gives to the plan metric function. 12 Then we select the remaining n − n graph modifications among those forming the search neighborhood for the special additional numerical goal described in Section 4.5 (which does not involve total-time).
Experimental analysis
In this section, we present an experimental study aimed at testing the effectiveness of the proposed techniques. In the first short subsection, we describe the experimental settings and the overall results. In the second subsection, we experimentally investigate the impact of the main heuristic techniques that we have proposed on the overall performance of our approach. Finally, in the third subsection, we compare our planner and three other state-of-the-art satisficing planners in terms of number of solved problems, only CPU-time, only plan quality, and both CPU-time and plan quality. Here we present and discuss the general results of the experimental comparison (in [18] we give plots of all the performance data, while Appendix A contains a selection of them). In order to show that the observed performance gaps are statistically significant, we also use the Wilcoxon test [47] as a summarization of these experimental results. Moreover, we test the performance of our approach relative to the other considered planners for a class of problems with tight resources in a practically useful known domain.
Experimental settings and overall results
We implemented our techniques for numerical planning in a new version of a planner called LPG-td, incorporating various additional techniques for managing other features of PDDL2.2. In the rest of the paper, "Metric-LPG" indicates 11 This can happen because the preconditions of the actions in the relaxed plan may not be preconditions of actions in the current NA-graph. 12 n is n · the set of the implemented techniques that are relevant for planning with numerical fluents and multi-criteria objective functions. 13 Since Metric-LPG is an incremental planner, in the comparison with the other tested planners, we evaluate its performance with respect to two different main criteria: CPU-time required to compute a valid plan (indicated with Metric-LPG.s), and quality of the best plan generated within a given CPU-time limit (indicated with Metric-LPG.q).
Often the best quality solution computed by Metric-LPG requires much more time than the first (unoptimized) solution. However, it should be noted that when a planning problem can be solved by a satisficing planner within a reasonable amount of CPU-time (e.g., 10 CPU-minutes), the quality of the computed solutions is practically very important, and for many applications it can be more meaningful than CPU-time. Moreover, Metric-LPG generates a sequence of valid plans with increasing quality, and often it produces good quality intermediate plans much more quickly than the best (last) plan. In Section 6.2, we give empirical evidence about this behavior. In general, in Metric-LPG there is a tradeoff between plan quality and CPU-time that can be exploited by the user, depending on whether for the application domain under consideration planning speed is more important than plan quality, or vice-versa.
The other tested planners that support PDDL numerical fluents and are publicly available are: Metric-FF [27] , MIPS (version 3) [9] , and SGPLAN5 (version 5.2.2) [4, 32] . We ran all planners with the same default settings for every problem attempted. We conducted all the experimental tests using an Intel Xeon(tm) 3 GHz machine, with 1 Gbytes of RAM. Unless otherwise specified, the CPU-time limit for each run was 10 minutes, after which termination was forced. Since our planner uses a randomized search algorithm, the results that we give for our planner are median values over five runs for each problem considered. When Metric-LPG exceeded the CPU-time limit for more than two of the five runs, we consider the problem unsolved.
As test domains we used the metric and metric-temporal variants of the domains developed for the 3rd, 4th and 5th international planning competitions (IPC-3, IPC-4 and IPC-5, respectively) [7, 28, 36] : Depots, Driverlog, Openstacks, Pathways, Rovers, Satellite, Settlers, TPP, Umts and ZenoTravel. 14 The number of the benchmark problems in these domains is 644.
Overall, the results indicate that the techniques proposed in this paper are effective and have a significant positive impact on the performance of our approach. Our planner is generally quite competitive with other existing powerful planners handling numerical planning problems, and it performs very well especially in terms of plan quality. According to the Wilcoxon test, overall, for the large set of benchmark problems that we considered, Metric-LPG outperforms every other tested planner in terms of either CPU-time or plan quality, and in some cases in terms of both (in particular, Metric-LPG.s is generally faster than SGPLAN5 and computes better quality solutions). Moreover, the results concerning numerical problems with tight resources indicate that our approach is more suitable than other satisficing planners for solving this class of problems, which confirms a similar recent experimental observation by Hoffmann and others for a different set of benchmark problems [30] .
However, we would like to remark that, while the goal of our analysis is giving substantial empirical evidence of the effectiveness of our techniques for numerical planning, the experiments are not aimed at showing that a planner is "absolutely" better than another one.
An experimental study of some heuristic techniques in metric-LPG
In this section, we experimentally investigate the impact of some heuristic techniques that we have presented on the performance of Metric-LPG. In order to have some insights about their effectiveness, we compare them with other possible alternative techniques. In particular, we evaluate: (1) the new heuristic evaluation function E versus a simpler heuristic function ignoring numerical information; (2) the heuristic search neighborhood HN versus the basic one (N); (3) the combined use of E and HN versus the combination of N and a very simple (but very fast to compute) evaluation function; and (4) the incremental plan optimization process using algorithm InitializeGraph 13 LPG-td is written in C and is available from http://lpg.ing.unibs.it. 14 The objective function of the numerical problems considered in our experiments involves one or more numerical fluents, and, for the metrictemporal variants, also the special fluent total-time. The benchmark problems in the metric-temporal variants are numerical planning problems extended with some PDDL2.1 temporal features. We have not considered the IPC-4 Promela domain because this domain contains numerical preconditions involving equality conditions, which currently our planner does not explicitly support. The IPC-3 benchmark problems that we considered are all those developed for the fully-automated planners and the hand-tailored planners.
versus the empty plan initialization strategy. Moreover, in the related work section, we will give some experimental evidence that the performance of our planner is significantly improved with respect to a previous version including some preliminary techniques for numerical planning that are abstractly described in [15] .
The alternative functions for choosing an element in the neighborhood that we consider are:
• E 0 , which randomly selects an element in the neighborhood;
• E 1 , which is similar to E with the difference that numerical preconditions are ignored. Fig. 7 and Table 2 give an overall picture of the compared techniques in terms of number of solved problems within a CPU-time limit ranging from 0.01 seconds to 600 seconds (considering the first solution found). Concerning E versus E 1 , under the same neighborhood definition (HN), for small CPU-time limits (lower than 30 milliseconds) Metric-LPG performs similarly with either E or E 1 . However, for higher CPU-time limits, the use of E allows the planner to solve many more problems. In particular, with 600 CPU-seconds, the planner solves 114 more problems. Table 2 shows the distribution of the solved problems over the different benchmark domains. For Pathways, Settler and TPP the use of E allows the planner to solve many more problems than when using E 1 . For any other domain, the number of problems solved using E is slightly greater, with the exception of DriverLog, Openstacks and Umts, where the planner solves all problems with any of the compared functions. This is not surprising because, in DriverLog there is no numerical precondition or goal (and hence evaluating the neighborhood with either E or E 1 makes no difference), while in Openstacks and Umts, computing a valid plan is a very easy task for our planner (the main challenge for the problems in these domains is computing high quality plans).
Heuristic evaluation function
The plot of Fig. 8 gives a graphical representation of the performance of E compared to E 1 in terms of the overall CPU-time for solving numerical planning problems. Each cross corresponds to a problem solved using either E or E 1 . If a cross is above the solid diagonal, then E performs better than E 1 , otherwise E 1 performs better than E. The distance of a cross from the main diagonal indicates the performance gap (the greater the distance, the greater the gap). It easy to see that, in general, E allows the planner to find a plan more quickly, and often the performance gap is at least one order of magnitude.
Observation 1. For the set of the benchmark problems considered, Metric-LPG with E performs significantly better than with E 1 in terms of both number of solved problems and plan generation speed.
The previous observation suggests that numerical information should be considered in the definition of our heuristic evaluation function, even if this makes the function more complex and computationally more expensive.
Heuristic search neighborhood
We evaluate the effectiveness of the heuristic neighborhood with respect to the basic one when combined with the new evaluation function E. The results of the analysis in Fig. 7 show that, for every CPU-time limit considered, the planner solves more problems using HN than using N. In particular, when the CPU-time limit is 600 seconds, the use of HN allows the planner to solve 123 more problems. Table 2 shows the distribution of the solved problems over the different benchmark domains. For Pathways, Settler, TPP and ZenoTravel, Metric-LPG with HN solves many more problems than with N. For each other tested domain, the number of problems solved using HN is slightly greater than using N (with the exception of Openstacks and Umts, where the planner performs similarly with either of the two neighborhood definitions).
Moreover, the comparison of HN and N is in favor of HN also in terms of plan generation CPU-time. Since most of the circles in the plot of Fig. 8 are above the solid diagonal, we can conclude that, for our benchmark problems, Metric-LPG with HN is generally faster.
Observation 2.
For the benchmark problems considered, Metric-LPG with neighborhood HN evaluated by function E performs significantly better than with neighborhood N in terms of both number of problems solved and plan generation speed. Fig. 7 . Number of problems solved by Metric-LPG over the 644 test problems with respect to an increasing CPU-time limit using different combinations of the neighborhood definition (N or HN) and heuristic evaluation function (E, E 0 or E 1 ). The gray area corresponds to the simplest (but fastest to compute) strategy using N and E 0 . The CPU-time limit on the x-axis is in logarithmic scale. This empirical observation has an intuitive explanation. Evaluating the basic neighborhood using an accurate function like E can make each search step computationally too expensive: the heuristic power of the function does not pay off when the portion of the search space explored by the search is too limited. On the other hand, the use of E combined with a reduced neighborhood, where bad elements have been filtered out, is significantly effective for the search.
Heuristic evaluation function combined with the heuristic neighborhood
We evaluate the combination of HN and E versus the simple use of N and E 0 . As expected, the results in Fig. 7 and Table 2 show that HN + E performs much better. On the other hand, in some test domains the performance of N + E 0 seems surprising good, given that in E 0 there is no heuristic information. The main reason of this behavior is that the IPC benchmark problems contains many problems that are quite easy to solve by generating a sub-optimal plan (at least with our approach), while they are much harder to solve by computing high quality plans. In particular, all problem in the Umts domain have this nature. The local search procedure with E 0 does not incur in local minima, and for small or trivial problems, it is sufficient to perform many search steps to "accidentally" find a solution NA-graph. 15 Fig. 8 . Scatterplot comparing the performance of heuristic functions E versus E 1 , and neighborhoods HN versus N. On the x-axis, we have the CPU-milliseconds (log scale) of Metric-LPG with HN + E; on the y-axis we have the CPU-milliseconds (log scale) of the planner with HN + E 1 (crosses) and N + E (circles).
Observation 3.
For the benchmark problems considered, Metric-LPG using E 0 and N only solves small or trivial problems.
Tradeoff between CPU-time and plan quality in Metric-LPG
Metric-LPG is an incremental planner producing a sequence of valid plans with increasing quality. This is a useful feature of our planner that allows the user to tradeoff plan quality and CPU-time, depending on the needs of her/his application: the more CPU-time is given to the planning process, the better the plan quality is (up to the bound defined Fig. 9 . Plan quality and corresponding CPU-milliseconds (logarithmic scale) for the plans generated by SGPLAN5 and by five runs of Metric-LPG for two problems in the metric-temporal variant of TPP. The plan metric function to minimize is a linear combination of the total cost of the purchased goods and the plan makespan.
by the optimal plan quality). As an example of this behavior, the two plots of Fig. 9 show the sequences of solutions computed by five runs of Metric-LPG solving two problems in the metric-temporal variant of domain TPP [7] (p08 and p14). These plans are compared with the corresponding plans computed by SGPLAN5. Concerning the plot on the left hand side of Fig. 9 , the first solution computed by Metric-LPG is always better than the solution generated by SGPLAN5 (and is computed using less CPU-time). Moreover, in most cases the initial plan is considerably improved by the next plans that are generated by Metric-LPG within about one additional CPU-second. Concerning the plot on the right hand side of Fig. 9 , SGPLAN5 very quickly computes a plan that is better than the first plan generated by our planner (which is also slower). However, Metric-LPG computes several additional plans that are better than the plan computed by SGPLAN5, and require much less CPU-time than the last (best) solution computed by Metric-LPG. In order to better understand the tradeoff between plan quality and CPU-time for the intermediate solutions generated by Metric-LPG, we conducted the following experimental analysis. We considered the best plan computed within 600 CPU-seconds (Metric-LPG.q) and we compared the quality of some intermediate solutions with this plan. The analysis involves all the 644 benchmark problems. Fig. 10 gives a graphical representation of the results for intermediate solutions computed 10, 60, and 240 seconds after the time when the first plan is generated. In each plot, the Fig. 10 . Quality of some intermediate plans computed by Metric-LPG with respect to the best plan generated within 600 CPU-seconds (curve with radius 1): first plan generated by Metric-LPG.s, best plan 10 seconds after the first plan, best plan 60 seconds after the first plan, and best plan 240 seconds after the first plan. Each cross corresponds to a plan. The plots are in polar coordinates: the distance of a cross from the curve with radius 1 shows the plan quality ratio, the angle is (arbitrarily) determined in a way that spreads the crosses to make the plot data more readable.
curve with radius 1 corresponds to the quality of the plan computed by Metric-LPG.q, while each cross corresponds to the quality of an intermediate plan. The (minimum) distance of a cross from the curve with radius 1 is the ratio between the quality of the plan corresponding to the cross and the quality of the best plan (Metric-LPG.q) solving the same problem.
As demonstrated by the results in the top-left plot of Fig. 10 , for our benchmark problems often the first plan computed by Metric-LPG (Metric-LPG.s) has a quality that is similar to, or at most 33% worse than the plan computed by Metric-LPG.q. (This happens especially for the smallest problems, where the first solution has already a high quality, and for some of the largest problems, where the incremental process of Metric-LPG does not improve the first plan.) However, many plans are significantly worse than the best reference plan.
If we give 10 seconds to the incremental plan optimization process (top-right of Fig. 10 ), the quality of the generated plans significantly improves. There is no plan that is more than 5 times worse than the reference plan, and only few plans are between 2 and 5 times worse. If we give 60 seconds to the incremental plan optimization process (bottom-left of Fig. 10 ), the quality of the generated plans significantly improves again. Now most of the plans are similar to the reference plan, and only few of them have a quality that is 1/3 worse than the quality of the reference plan. Finally, if we give 240 seconds to the incremental plan optimization process (bottom-right of Fig. 10 ), the quality of the large majority of the plans is the same as, or very similar to the quality of the reference plan (most of the plans are no worse than 1/10 of the quality of the reference plan).
Observation 4.
The incremental plan optimization process of Metric-LPG can significantly and quickly improve the quality of the first generated plan.
Interestingly, our plan optimization process could also be used to improve the plans generated by other planning systems.
Search re-initialization strategy
We evaluate the proposed plan re-initialization strategy using algorithm InitializeGraph for the incremental plan optimization process of our planner. We call this strategy PlanRestart. In order to better understand the importance of PlanRestart for the incremental optimization of Metric-LPG.s, we also ran our planner using the alternative simple plan re-initialization strategy that always uses the empty plan, which we call EmptyRestart.
The results of this analysis are in Table 3 and Fig. 11 . Table 3 shows the relative performance of Metric-LPG using PlanRestart and EmptyRestart with a CPU-time limit of 10 CPU-seconds for the incremental optimization process. Most of the plans computed using PlanRestart are better than those computed using EmptyRestart, and in DriverLog, Rovers, Satellite and Openstacks, they are much better. Table 3 Performance of PlanRestart versus EmptyRestart with 10 CPU-seconds of incremental plan optimization. Number of problems solved by Metric-LPG (2nd column); number of initial plans improved by either of the two strategies (3rd column); and relative plan improvements of the two strategies: number of problems for which using PlanRestart gives plans that are at least 33% worse (4th column), worse/better (5th/6th columns), at least 33% better (7th column) and at least 2 times better (8th column) than the plans obtained using EmptyRestart 
Observation 5. For a large subset of the benchmark problems considered, PlanRestart is more effective (helps the optimization process finding good quality plans more quickly) than EmptyRestart.
Often PlanRestart allows the optimization process to find better quality plans more quickly than EmptyRestart, but given the stochastic nature of our local search procedure, it does not always perform better than EmptyRestart. Moreover, in very long runs it is possible that the two compared strategies compute similar solutions. However, even with a CPU-time limit of 600 seconds, for some domains we still have a significant performance gap. For instance, Fig. 11 shows the plan quality of the first generated plan and the best generated plan using either PlanRestart or EmptyRestart for two variants of a benchmark domain (Satellite). All plans computed using PlanRestart are better than or no worse than those computed using EmptyRestart, and many of them are much better.
Metric-LPG versus the other satisficing planners
In this section we compare the performance of Metric-LPG with respect to three state-of-the-art planners (Metric-FF, MIPS and SGPLAN5) in terms of number of solved problems, only CPU-time, only plan quality, both CPU-time and plan quality, and capability of solving a class of problems with tight resources. Fig. 12 shows the results of an analysis comparing different planners in terms of number of solved problems within a CPU-time limit ranging from 10 milliseconds to 600 seconds. Overall, Metric-LPG solves more problems than the other compared planners. When the CPU-time limit is very low (below 30 milliseconds), SGPLAN5 solves more problems than Metric-LPG. However, for greater CPU-time limits Metric-LPG solves many more problems than any other compared planner. In particular, when the limit is 600 CPU-seconds, Metric-LPG solves 539 problems, Metric-FF 157, MIPS 149 and SGPLAN5 477. 16 Table 4 shows the distribution of the solved problems over the benchmark domains with respect to the number of problems that can be attempted by the planner, which depends on the PDDL features involved in the problems and supported by the planner. Fig. 12 . Number of problems solved by Metric-LPG, Metric-FF, MIPS and SGPLAN5 with respect to an increasing CPU-time limit (from 0.01 to 600 seconds) for our 644 benchmark problems. On the x-axis, we have the CPU-time limit in milliseconds (logarithmic scale); on the y-axis, we have the number of solved problems. Fig. 13 shows a graphical representation of the overall performance of Metric-LPG.s with respect to Metric-FF (circles), MIPS (triangles) and SGPLAN5 (crosses) in terms of CPU-time for our benchmark problems. For this analysis, we considered all the problems that can be attempted by both the compared planners and that are solved by at least one of them.
Number of solved problems

Performance in terms of (only) CPU-time
A circle above (below) the solid diagonal corresponds to a problem where Metric-LPG.s is faster (slower) than Metric-FF. The distance of a circle from the solid diagonal indicates the performance gap (the greater the distance, the greater the gap). Analogously for the triangles and crosses.
The data inside the areas marked "A1" and "A2" in the left bottom corner of the plot correspond to the easiest test problems that are solved by both the compared planners with at most 100 CPU-milliseconds. The plot has additional parallel lines dividing the picture into sectors. A circle over the line labeled "1oF" (under the line labeled "1oS") corresponds to a problem where Metric-LPG.s is at least one order of magnitude faster (slower) than Metric-FF. Similarly, Fig. 13 . Scatterplot comparing the performance of Metric-LPG.s versus Metric-FF, MIPS and SGPLAN5 in terms of CPU-time for our benchmark problems. On the x-axis, we have the CPU-milliseconds of Metric-LPG.s (log scale); on the y-axis we have the CPU-milliseconds of the compared planners (log scale). "F/S" means faster/slower. "XoF/S" means at least X orders of magnitude faster/slower. Table 5 Comparison of Metric-LPG.s versus Metric-FF, MIPS and SGPLAN5 in terms of number of problems for which it is faster/slower (column "F"/"S"), at least one order of magnitude faster/slower (column "1oF"/"1oS"), at least two orders faster/slower (column "2oF"/"2oS"), at least three orders faster/slower (column "3oF"/"3oS") the lines labeled "2oF" ("2oS") and "3oF" ("3oS") identify sectors corresponding to problems where Metric-LPG.s is at least two and three, respectively, orders of magnitude faster (slower). Analogously for the triangles and crosses. The data with the "unsolved" value on the y-coordinate correspond to the problems solved by Metric-LPG and unsolved by the compared planner; the data with the "unsolved" value on the x-coordinate correspond to the problems solved by the compared planner and unsolved by Metric-LPG. Consistently with the analysis of Fig. 12 , the data on the "unsolved" y-coordinate are much more dense than the data on the "unsolved" x-coordinate.
Since almost all triangles are over the solid diagonal, the plot gives a visual indication that Metric-LPG.s is generally faster than MIPS. Concerning Metric-LPG.s and Metric-FF, the number of circles above the diagonal is higher than those below the diagonal, and this indicates that, for most of the test problems, Metric-LPG.s is faster than Metric-FF. On the contrary, for Metric-LPG.s and SGPLAN5, this plot gives a much less clear indication, since there are many crosses above the diagonal but also many below it.
Note that in Fig. 13 there are many crosses, as well as triangles and circles, that appear overlapped and cannot be distinguished. Hence, this plot only gives a general coarse picture of the relative performance of the compared planners. Table 5 gives more details, showing the number of circles, triangles and crosses in each sector of the plot. In particular, concerning the comparison of Metric-LPG.s and SGPLAN5, we have that Metric-LPG.s is faster than SGPLAN5 for a slightly lower number of problems (columns "F" and "S"). Interestingly, about half of the problems where SGPLAN5 is faster belong to the easy region A1, while most of the problems where Metric-LPG.s is faster are outside area A2. Moreover, the number of problems for which Metric-LPG.s is at least one, two and three orders of magnitude faster than SGPLAN5 (columns "1oF", "2oF" and "3oF") is much greater than the number of problems for which it is at least one, two and three, respectively, orders of magnitude slower (columns "1oS", "2oS" and "3oS").
In order to understand the significance of the performance gaps between the compared planners, we carried out a statistical analysis using the Wilcoxon sign-rank test (also known as the "Wilcoxon matched pairs test") [47] . This test has also been used by the organizers of IPC-3 to analyze the relative performance of the competing planners [36] . Table 6 shows the results of the Wilcoxon sign-rank test comparing Metric-LPG.s with Metric-FF, MIPS, and SGPLAN5. We considered all the test problems that can be attempted by both the compared planners and that are solved by at least one of them. When a planner does not solve a problem, the corresponding CPU-time is the IEEE arithmetic representation of positive infinity. 17 The data for carrying out the Wilcoxon test are derived as follows. For each planning problem we compute the difference between the CPU-times of the two planners being compared, defining the samples of the test for the CPUtime analysis. The absolute values of these differences are then ranked by increasing numbers, starting from the lowest value. (The lowest value is ranked 1, the next lowest value is ranked 2, and so on.) Then we sum the ranks of the positive differences, and we sum the ranks of the negative differences. If the performance of the two compared planners is not significantly different, then the number of the positive differences is approximately equal to the number of the negative differences, and the sum of the ranks in the set of the positive differences is approximately equal to the sum of the ranks in the other set. Intuitively, the test considers a weighted sum of the number of times one planner performs better than the other. The sum is weighted because the test uses the performance gap to assign a rank to each performance difference.
Each cell in Table 6 gives the result of a comparison between the performance of Metric-LPG.s and another tested planner in terms of CPU-time. In this table, as well as in the next ones concerning an analysis based on the Wilcoxon test, when the number of samples is sufficiently large, the T-distribution used by the Wilcoxon test is approximately a normal distribution. Therefore, the cells of the figure contain the z-value and the p-value characterizing the normal distribution. The higher the z-value, the more significant the difference of the performance is. The p-value represents the level of significance in the performance gap. We use a confidence level of 99.9%; hence, if the p-value is lower than 0.001, then the performance of the two planners is statistically different. Note that when this information is given on the left side of the cell, the first planner named in the title of the cell performs better than the other compared planner. The value under each cell in Table 6 is the number of problems solved by at least one planner.
Observation 7. According to the results of the Wilcoxon test for the benchmark problems considered, in terms of
CPU-time Metric-LPG.s performs consistently better than the other tested planners.
Performance in terms of (only) plan quality
Fig. 14 shows a graphical representation of the overall performance of Metric-LPG.q with respect to Metric-FF (circles), MIPS (triangles) and SGPLAN5 (crosses) in terms of plan quality for our benchmark problems. For this analysis, we considered all the problems solved by both the compared planners. A circle above (below) the solid diagonal corresponds to a problem for which the plan computed by Metric-LPG.q is better (worse) than the plan computed by Metric-FF. The circles above the line labeled "2tB" (below the diagonal labeled "2tW") correspond to problems for which the plans computed by Metric-LPG.q are at least two times better (worse) than the ones computed by Metric-FF. Analogously for the triangles and the crosses. Since almost all the circles, triangles and crosses are On the x-axis, we have the plan qualities of Metric-LPG.q (log scale); on the y-axis we have the plan qualities of the compared planners (log scale). Lower plan metric values correspond to better plans. "B/W" means better/worse plans; "2tB/2tW" means at least 2 times better/worse plans. Table 7 Number of test problems for which the plans computed by Metric-LPG.q are worse (2nd and 3rd columns) and better (4th and 5th columns) than those computed by Metric-FF, MIPS and SGPLAN5 for our benchmark problems. "B/W" means better/worse plans; "2tB/2tW" means at least 2 times better/worse plans above the main diagonal, this clearly indicates that the plans computed by Metric-LPG.q are generally better than those computed by any other compared planner. Table 7 gives detailed information about the number of circles, triangles and crosses in each area of Fig. 14 . For most of the tested problems, Metric-LPG.q computes better plans. Only a small percentage of the plans computed by Metric-LPG.q are worse than the plans computed by the compared planners. Moreover, most of these plans concern the largest problems in the ZenoTravel domain. We observed that for these problems the heuristic search neighborhood is very large, which excessively slows down each search step. For this reason, although the planner finds a solution, the given CPU-limit is too tight to derive additional plans with better quality.
As for the CPU-time analysis, we use the Wilcoxon test to show that the performance gaps in terms of plan quality are significant. The test procedure is similar to the one previously described for the CPU-time analysis, except that here we consider all the problems solved by both the compared planners, and we compute the differences between the plan qualities of the planners being compared. 
Performance in terms of both CPU-time and plan quality
The previous experimental analysis show that, if we are only interested in having a solution plan as quickly as possible Metric-LPG.s performs very well; similarly, if we are only interested in having a solution as good as possible without considering the plan generation time (below a fixed limit of 10 CPU-minutes), Metric-LPG.q performs remarkably well.
In this section we use the Wilcoxon test to analyze the overall performance of our planner with respect to the other tested planners in terms of both CPU-time and plan quality. The tables in Fig. 15 give the results about the relative performance of: (1) Metric-LPG.s versus the other tested planners in terms of plan quality; (2) Metric-LPG.q versus the other tested planners in terms of CPU-time. For the analysis concerning CPU-time, the value under each cell is the number of problems solved by at least one planner; while for the analysis concerning plan quality, it is the number of problems solved by both the compared planners. Fig. 16 gives a graphical summary of the Wilcoxon results about the relative performance of Metric-LPG.s/q, MIPS, Metric-FF and SGPLAN5 in terms of both CPU-time and plan quality for our benchmark problems. A solid arrow from a planner A to a planner B (or to a cluster of planners B) indicates that the performance of A is statistically different from the performance of B (every planner in B), and that A performs better than B (every planner in B). A dashed arrow from A to B indicates that A is better than B with a confidence level slightly less than 99.9%.
Observation 9. According to the Wilcoxon test for the benchmark problems considered,
• Metric-LPG.s performs consistently better than SGPLAN5 in terms of both CPU-time and plan quality; Metric Metric-LPG that is consistently better than Metric-FF in terms of both CPU-time and plan quality. In fact, we observed that this is the case. For instance, we analyzed the set of the best quality plans generated for our benchmark problems within 10 CPU-seconds after Metric-LPG has found the first plan. According to the Wilcoxon tests using this set of intermediate solutions, Metric-LPG performs consistently better than Metric-FF both in terms of CPU-time (z = −3.35, p < 0.001) and plan quality (z = −4.05, p < 0.001).
Performance for problems with tight resources
In order to compare Metric-LPG with MIPS, Metric-FF and SGPLAN for solving planning problems with tight resource availability constraints, we developed a collection of problems with varying resource availability for the PDDL formalization of the original Traveling Purchaser Problem (TPP) [40] . This analysis was inspired by a similar experiment recently conducted by Hoffmann and colleagues using a different domain [30] .
TPP is a well-known generalization of the Traveling Salesman Problem and is NP-hard. We have a set of goods and a set of markets. Each market is provided with a limited amount of each type of goods at a known price. The problem consists in selecting a subset of markets such that a given demand of each type of goods can be purchased, minimizing the routing cost and the purchasing cost. TPP-like problems arise in several applications, and particularly in routing and scheduling contexts.
The PDDL formalization of TPP contains the following operators: drive, for moving a truck through the network of markets; load and unload, for loading/unloading goods into/from a truck; and buy, for purchasing goods at a market. In the PDDL operator specification file, we have a numerical fluent called "money" representing the amount of the available money. Since moving the truck from a market to another one and purchasing some goods consume money, the drive and buy operators contain the numerical effects (decrease (money) (drive-cost ?from ?to)) and (decrease (money) (price ?g ?m)) respectively, where drive-cost represents the cost for driving from location "?from" to location "?to", and price represents the price of goods "?g" at the market "?m".
We randomly generated 100 instances of the problem with 8 markets, 8 goods to buy (randomly placed at different locations) and 1 truck. In the PDDL problem specification, we set the initial value of money to c times the minimal amount required to solve the problem (we calculated the minimal amount of money by running a domain-specific planner that we developed for this particular domain). We considered each value of c in {1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5}, obtaining six sets of 100 problem instances each (only differing for the value of c). Note that when c = 1, solving each planning problem in the corresponding set requires the planner finding an optimal solution.
We analyzed the percentage of problems solved by Metric-LPG (speed version), Metric-FF, MIPS and SGPLAN with respect to a given CPU-time limit ranging from 10 milliseconds to 1000 seconds. (For this experiment we used version 4 of SGPLAN since, surprisingly, for these test problems SGPLAN4 works much better than SGPLAN5.) The results are given in Fig. 17 . For CPU-time limits greater than 1 seconds, Metric-LPG always solves more problems than any other compared planner. The performance gap is greater for the problems with the tightest resource availability. In particular, within a CPU-time limit of 1000 seconds, for c = 1 Metric-LPG optimally solves 66 problems over 100, Metric-FF and SGPLAN only 2 and MIPS only 1. For c = 1.1, Metric-LPG works remarkably well, solving all problems, while the other compared planners solve only a small fraction of them. Fig. 17 . Percentage of problems solved by Metric-LPG, Metric-FF, MIPS and SGPLAN with respect to an increasing CPU-time limit (ranging from 10 milliseconds to 1000 seconds) for the TPP problem [40] . Each plot corresponds to a different degree of tightness (c) for the available money. The CPU-time limit on the x-axis is in milliseconds (log scale).
Observation 10. In a PDDL domain formalization of the Traveling Purchaser Problem Metric-LPG solves more problems with tight resources than the other tested satisficing planners.
Hoffmann and colleagues obtained similar (although somewhat less detailed and differently presented) results for a variant of the Traveling Salesman Problem [30] . Their analysis show that for problem instances with tight resources, our planner works better than all other tested satisficing planners. However, for problems where the resource tightness is extremely strong their optimal SAT-based planner solves more problems within 10,000 CPU-seconds.
Related work
In this section, first we describe the main differences with our previous related work [15, 17] ; then we briefly discuss other planning systems in the literature handling numerical information.
Previous work on LPG
The work presented in this paper adopts the general planning framework based on action graphs and local search, which is also investigated in [15, 17] . The work in [17] addresses significantly different planning problems concerning temporal planning with durative actions and action scheduling constraints imposed by predictable exogenous events. In [17] we focus on efficient temporal reasoning integrated into the basic action graph representation, and heuristics for planning with the extended plan representation. The plan makespan is the only criterion considered for plan quality, and no technique for computing good quality plans is given.
In [15] we present an earlier version of our planner (here called LPG-IPC3). The work in [15] focuses on propositional and temporal planning, and includes only a short abstract description of preliminary techniques for handling numerical information implemented in LPG-IPC3. In this paper, we have given a comprehensive, detailed and more formal treatment of planning with numeric information for PDDL2.1 domains in the context of the general approach to planning with action graphs and local search. The work in this paper includes substantial new technical material and significantly extends our previous preliminary treatment of numerical fluents. In particular, we have given (for a more detailed discussion see [18] ):
• A new definition of the search neighborhood. In order to deal with a numerical flaw in the current NA-graph (plan), a new action node or an existing action node can be added or removed, respectively, to/from the (earliest) flawed level of the graph or to/from any preceding level (provided that the added/removed node helps to resolve the flaw). In the previous definition, the addition or removal of an action for a numerical flaw could be done only at the flawed level. The revised neighborhood definition can lead to new neighborhood elements with better heuristic evaluations, but it can contain many elements to evaluate. Hence, we have defined the new heuristic search neighborhood, which contains only a subset of the elements in the revised search neighborhood. In Section 6.2 we have demonstrated the practical usefulness of this technique.
• New evaluation techniques for the heuristic search neighborhood. The relaxed-plan based techniques for the heuristic evaluation of the costs of adding/removing an action node have been improved by new techniques for computing the relaxed numerical plans. First, the goals of the relaxed problem are extended with (a) the supported numerical preconditions of the actions in the current plan that would become unsupported by performing the search step under evaluation; (b) all unsupported preconditions at the flawed level l under consideration (except when we are evaluating the removal of the action at the flawed level l). Secondly, the treatment of the numerical preconditions in the construction of the relaxed plan is more accurate: in LPG-IPC3, we used a much stronger relaxation assuming that only one action was sufficient to satisfy a numerical precondition. Finally, the choice of the (heuristic) best action for supporting a precondition p during the construction of the relaxed numerical plans exploits some heuristic numerical information which in LPG-IPC3 is completely ignored.
• A new incremental method for computing good quality plans. The techniques described in Section 4.5 for the incremental improvement of the plan quality are new. The version of our planner described in [15] does not assure that at each search restart the quality of the next plan generated by the search procedure is better than the previous ones. Moreover, the search initialization technique introduced and analyzed in this paper is completely new, and the experimental analysis in Section 6.2 shows that it works well. Finally, the previous version of our planner did not appropriately treat numerical planning problems where the plan metric is an expression to maximize.
• A new extensive experimental analysis in which: (1) we evaluate some of the proposed techniques in terms of their impact on the performance of our approach, and the effectiveness of our incremental plan quality optimization process; (2) we compare the performance of our planner with other state-of-the-art planners in terms of number of problems solved with respect to different CPU-time limits, speed, plan quality, and ability of solving numerical problems when the availability of the involved resources has different degrees of tightness.
An experimental comparison of the new version of our planner and an improved version of LPG-IPC3 confirmed that the new techniques make the approach significantly more powerful. 18 The LPG-IPC3 like version solved 57% of the 644 test problems over 17 domains that we considered for our experimental analysis, while the new version solved 84% of them. In terms of speed, for every test domain except Openstacks, the new version of our planner showed a clear improvement (detailed results for each domain are given in [18] ). The Openstacks problems for which the improved version of LPG-IPC3 is faster than Metric-LPG are solved by both planners in few milliseconds, and hence they are not significant for the comparison. Overall, Metric-LPG is faster in finding a solution for 86% of the 644 test problems solved by at least one of the two compared versions. More precisely, the new version is one or more orders of magnitude faster for at least 40.1% of the problems (this is a lower bound because here we consider the unsolved problems as if they were solved with a CPU-time equal to the exceeded search limit); two or more orders faster for at least 20% of the problems; and three or more orders for at least 6.12% of the problems. Metric-LPG is slightly slower for only 0.05% of the problems (these are all "easy" problems, most of which are solved in less than one second).
Other systems handling numerical information
In the planning literature, various approaches to (fully-automated) domain-independent planning supporting numerical information have been proposed [4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 24, 27, 30, 33, 34, 38, 39, 42, 43, 49] . In the following, we discuss those that are more closely related to our work.
Like in our approach, the search heuristics used in Hoffmann's Metric-FF [31] are based on relaxed plans, and the (relaxed) satisfaction of the numerical (sub)goals forming the relaxed plans relies on an estimate of the possible minimum and maximum values of the involved numerical fluents. The main difference concerns (a) the goals of the relaxed problem and (b) the heuristic method for choosing actions in the construction of the relaxed plan.
Concerning (a), in Metric-FF the goals are static (they are always the unsatisfied problem goals), while in Metric-LPG they are dynamic and can be completely different for each element in the search neighborhood. Moreover, the relaxed problem goals of Metric-LPG include the threats that the graph modification under consideration poses to the preconditions of the actions in the (real) plan. An example of a domain where handling the threats is very useful for Metric-LPG is the "flaw" version of Umts [29] , where our planner recognizes that the special action flaw should not be included in the current plan, because it threatens a supported precondition that is satisfied in the initial state and cannot be re-established by any other domain action.
Concerning (b), we take account of the possible negative interferences between the actions in the relaxed plan and the actions in the (real) plan represented by the current NA-graph, which cannot be done in Metric-FF because of the significantly different search strategy and search spaces. Moreover, we consider the number of needed occurrences of the action under consideration for the relaxed plan, and we use different reachability information (Num_acts) to estimate the search cost of achieving a precondition p, which we think is more informative than Metric-FF information (Metric-FF considers the minimum level of the relaxed planning graph where p is supported, while we estimate the minimum number of actions needed to support p).
The MIPS system developed by Edelkamp [9] is based on an approach integrating model checking techniques into a domain-independent action planner. MIPS deals with numerical preconditions and goals by using relaxed planninggraph heuristic techniques similar to those developed for Metric-FF. The SGPLAN planning system by Chen, Hsu and Wha [4, 5] solves numerical planning problems by a powerful method decomposing the problem into a collection of subproblems, each of which is solved by running Metric-FF, appropriately modified to take account of the interferences with other subplans and to be incorporated into SGPLAN's architecture. For problems involving "producible resources" (i.e., problems with numerical fluents increased by an action without preconditions, or whose preconditions are always reachable), SGPLAN uses a special technique that includes at the beginning of the plan some actions producing a high quality of producible resources, making the satisfaction of the numerical conditions involving such resources much easier. This technique works especially well in the Settlers domain, where SGPLAN generally performs better than our planner. For the problems where the default method of SGPLAN (IPC-4 version) fails, as an alternative planning technique, SGPLAN runs an old and less powerful version of our planner.
The SAPA planner by Do and Kambhampati [8] is based on a forward A * algorithm searching a space of timestamped world states augmented with numerical fluents. The search states are estimated by a multi-criteria objective heuristic function considering both the makespan and the action costs. SAPA evaluates the possible successor search states by constructing relaxed plans for achieving the problem goals from such states, while Metric-LPG constructs relaxed plans for the unsupported precondition(s) of some plan action and possibly for the threats it determines (if the graph modification under consideration is an action node addition). In SAPA, the selection of an action during the construction of a relaxed plan is based on the impact that the action has on the makespan and execution cost of the relaxed plan. Differently from SAPA, the selection of an action for our relaxed plan does not explicitly consider plan quality and is aimed at minimizing the search cost/plan generation speed. Moreover, in the construction of the relaxed plan SAPA ignores the numerical preconditions of the actions in the plans and the numerical goals, which, on the contrary, are considered in the construction of our relaxed plans. Differently from our method, SAPA extends the execution cost of its relaxed plan by adding the cost of some extra actions that "balance the resource consumption in the relaxed plan". SAPA uses the (extended) total execution cost of the actions in the relaxed plan and its makespan for the heuristic evaluation of the candidate successor search states, without considering their search cost. Differently from SAPA, Metric-LPG evaluates the elements of the search neighborhood by combining their search costs and execution costs, which are both derived from the actions forming the relaxed plan. According to the results of IPC-3 [36] , SAPA performs less efficiently than our planner.
While, in principle, Metric-FF and SAPA's relaxed plans could be used in our context, we think that our method for computing them is much more accurate for our search space and search strategy. On the other hand, Metric-LPG's construction of the relaxed plan can only partially be used in the other two planners. In particular, considering the plan threats in the action selection can only be done in our context.
Finally, Refanidis and Vlahavas developed MO-GRT [43] , which uses a weighted A * algorithm and a multi-objective heuristic function over a weighted hierarchy of user-defined criteria. This function is more expressive than the objective functions supported by Metric-LPG and PDDL2.1. In our approach, we use different search techniques, and the execution costs associated with the actions are automatically derived from the plan metric expression specified in the planning problem description, which can be a function involving multiple optimization criteria.
Conclusions
In many realistic planning domains, numerical fluents are essential to adequately model continuous resources that can be consumed or produced by the plan actions, and that are involved in the action preconditions, action effects and plan quality measure. In general, a planner has to take the problem numerical information into account to guarantee the correctness of its plans, to generate plans of good or optimal quality according to the given plan metric, and to quickly find a valid plan by effective search heuristics. In the recent years, there has been considerable interest in planning with numerical information, and, since the introduction of numerical fluents in the PDDL language, several powerful systems supporting them have been proposed.
In this paper, we have presented an approach to satisficing planning in the context of a model for planning with numerical fluents and multi-criteria plan quality metrics based on the semantics of PDDL2.1 [11] (with some minor differences discussed in the paper). The approach consists of a new plan representation extending the linear action graph with numerical information and some new techniques for planning through local search using this representation. Local search methods and satisficing planning in general do not guarantee optimal solutions, that, however, for many planning problems are computationally too hard to find for any state-of-the-art planner. Instead, depending on the planning domain, the main aims of satisficing planning are quickly finding any valid plan (that subsequently might be improved) and finding a good quality valid plan within a given amount of computational resources. Our approach addresses both these perspectives by quickly generating a first solution, and then computing additional solutions that incrementally improve plan quality.
All our techniques are implemented in Metric-LPG. An extensive experimental analysis presented in this paper evaluates the practical importance of the main proposed techniques for the effectiveness of our approach, and indicates that Metric-LPG performs quite well with respect to other state-of-the-art satisficing planners, especially in terms of plan quality.
Future work includes extending our techniques to handle explicitly equality conditions involving numerical fluents, that currently Metric-LPG does not support. A more significant extension concerns adapting our methods to treat planning with soft preconditions and goals, which can be encoded into a particular form of numerical planning, and addressing over-subscription planning (e.g., [2, 46] ). Finally, we plan to investigate a problem decomposition method similar to the one developed for SGPLAN, using an appropriately modified version of Metric-LPG as subplanner.
